
Programe Specific Outcome 

English literature 

 

1. By the end of Programme the Students gets the crux of Literature that is 

to delight and instruct. 

2. Become thorough with reading works with Theotrical basis. 

3. To fostor Intercultural dialogue and to generate empathetic approach 

towards Others and to open wide horizons of knowledge for Students. 

4. To approach and appreciate Literature in English and explore its 

Uniqueness. 

5. To learn what language is and its Strengths Viz Formation of Sentences, 

selection of words, appropriate sound system etc. 

6. To Give insight to Students into the Socio-Political dynamics and 

Various ideologies. 

7. To make them  aware with the literary aesthetic sense of literary  

creations and give them knowledge of diverse cultures. 

8. Literature Provides broader vision of the world to its disciples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Course Outcome For M.A. English 

M.A. English Ist Year 

Poetry Paper 

1. To Promote empathetic behavior among Students by Literary 

Learning. 

2. To get Literary Pleasure by work of art. 

 

Drama 

1. To Develop moral and ethical Values in human behaviour. 

2. To get deeper insights for enhancement of Communication and 

interaction with society. 

 

Fiction 

1. To Introduce Students with the best Fiction works available. 

2. To generate broad Vision of Life by making Students aware about the 

Universal Problems of Mankind. 

3. To inculcate Curiosity  and Creativity among Students  

4. To generate problem Solving attitude in Students. 

 

Prose 

1. To develop use of correct English in oral as well as in Written form. 

2. To make Students mind analytical and rational. 

3. To develop Employment opportunities in Journalism, mass 

Communication, fine arts etc. 

 

 

 



Course Outcome For M.A. Final Year 

M.A. Final  Year 

Indian Writing In English 

1. To Get Literary Pleasure by Literary work of Indian authors and Poets. 

2. To Provide an Overview of the Various phases of the evolution of Indian 

Writing in English. 

3. To Introduce Students to the Themes, genres and trends of Indian 

Writing in English. 

4. To Make Students familiar to the Indian Culture and Identity. 

 

Critical Theory 

1. To enhance the Critical Thinking of Students by Introducing to them 

Various Literary Critics. 

2. To Make them in acquant with the Evolution of Critical Literary Theories. 

3. To Give Students of Literature an edge over Various Discplines by 

refering critical thinkers. 

 

American Literature 

1. To Introduce Students with Various phases of American Literature. 

2. To Provide Students Knowledge of American culture in the form of 

Various Poems, Plays, fiction by American authors. 

 

English Language 

1. To make students aware with the evolution of English language. 

2. To make them aware about the transformation of language due to 

cultural changes. 



Course Outcome 

B.A I year I  paper poetry 

 

1. The student understand the nature of the poetry . 

2. The get more knowledge of forms of poetry .  

3. The poetry teches them to understand the significance of pleasure and 

heppiness in life.   

4. They realize the beauty and communicative power of english language in poetic 

forms .  

5. It plays an important role in upliftment  of personality .  

 

B.A I year II  paper prose 

 

1.  It is useful In the development of expression power of student .  

2. It is useful for compitative examination .  

3. They know word formation and vocabulary . 

4. They know how to study language and literature with its brevity and ophorism.  

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

 

B.A II year I   

paper Drama  

1. They get acquinted with various forms of drama in literature .  

2. Drama provides essence of life through tragedy and comedy. 

3. They have practical and philosophical  opproach towords life through drama .  

4. They get delight through drama and its different  forms with thealrical values  

5. To understand pragmatic approaches towards various characters in life .  

 

Paper II Fiction 

1. They know novel as a form of literature .  

2. It brings curiosity in human beings.  

3. It presents before a global view and scenario of human life .  

4. It is a great sources of amusement and entertainment.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

B.A III year I  paper Contemporary literature 

1. It gives us current trends  and activities of literature .  

2. It is useful in compitative examinations .  

3. It teacher them to live in existing system of society and get knowledge of 

contemporary language and to exalt it to a certain height.  

 

Paper II – Indian writing in English 

 

1. We get Indian literature in English .  

2. To understand English language in an eassist way .  

3. To express in English in  accordance with Indian milier.  

4. To develop comprehensive attitude of student in reading and welting  

  

 


